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"Bill  really  delivers  with  this  book—a  strong  message,  great 
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shape our future leaders with his candid, courageous style of 
training. This book reinforces the importance of humble and 
courageous leadership with powerful stories of leaders like Sister 
Rosemary Connelly of Misericordia, a Chicago Miracle Place, and 
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you learn from them. This is a thought‐provoking book too – it helps 
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"As in Courage Goes to Work, once again Bill Treasurer demystifies a 
nebulous concept into practical terms.  In his newest book, he brings 
this same level of clarity to "confidence and humility," a dynamic 
tension that effective leaders face.  He offers practical insights from 
real leaders' mistakes, straightforward guidance, and thoughtful 
reflection.  A humorous read on a serious topic that can provide 
readers with a jolt out of cruise control."

— Julia Urbanchuk, Senior Director, Global Talent &
Organization Development, eBay
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Kicking Leadership’s 
Gluteus Maximus

Good judgment is the result of experience and
experience is the result of bad judgment.

— Mark Twain

At some point,  every leader is confronted with the real-
ity that his or her leadership is seriously and substan-

tially fl awed. It is at this precise moment when a leader 
 faces a choice: learn and grow or remain blindly loyal to 
ignorance. All leaders worth their salt  will get a psycho-
logical kick in the rear end eventually. It is a critical and 
inevitable part of the leadership experience. Choosing to 
learn from the experience requires exploring the leader 
 you’ve become and clarifying the leader you want to be. 
It also involves suffering through temporary embarrass-
ment and insecurity. As the renowned psychologist Carl 
Jung said, “ There is no coming into consciousness with-
out pain.”

Some leaders refuse to accept any culpability when they 
get kicked, choosing to double down on their conviction 
that their way of leading is “right,” regardless of how the 
 people  they’re leading respond to their leadership. They 
view the kick not as a learning experience to embrace, but 
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as an insult to reject. While this choice skirts the psycho-
logical discomfort that growth requires, the end result is 
often self- righteousness, rigidity, and leadership narcis-
sism. Ultimately, though, failing to accept and learn from 
a backside jolt is as futile as trying to keep a beach ball 
 under  water. No  matter how often a leader rejects feed-
back that runs  counter to his self- identity, the beach ball 
 will keep popping back up in the form of negative conse-
quences. The leader who gets fi red from a dozen compa-
nies rather than capitulate and accept that his approach 
to leading needs to change  will end up having a lot of 
empty seats at his retirement party.

How leaders deal with, or fail to deal with, butt- kick 
moments  will make all the difference  toward their  future 
effectiveness, impact, and well- being as leaders. In fact, a 
good old- fashioned kick in the tail can be the turning 
point in one’s  career— the moment at which a leader stops 
swimming against the tide of his limitations.  After a gi-
gantic and very public psychological ass kicking, involv-
ing getting sacked from the com pany he founded, Steve 
Jobs said, “Getting fi red from Apple was the best  thing 
that could have ever happened to me.”

Confi dence, Humility, and Balance

The best leaders,  those we most admire, are comfort-
able  in their own skin and help us become more com-
fortable in ours. The best leaders are centered, grounded, 
and nontoxic. They lead not so their power can grow, but 
so ours can. Through giving the best of themselves, they 
draw out the best in us. The best leaders are confi dent 
and  humble, and in balanced proportions. The goal of 
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this book is to help you grow from what ever kicks you 
may endure so that you can lead from a place of confi -
dence and humility. More than ever, the world needs 
more confi dently  humble leaders.

Much of this book centers on confi dence, humility, and 
the balance between the two. They are like siblings, for-
ever bonded, each existing in relation to the other. Each 
 matters to leading, and the absence of one has a crushing 
impact on the other two. Too much confi dence  causes a 
leader to get too far out over his skis, leading to a wipe-
out. Too much humility can lead to timidity, weakness, 
and leadership impotency. We want our leaders to display 
both confi dence and humility, but not too much of  either. 
When the two become wildly out of balance, the needs of 
 those being led get sacrifi ced at the altar of leadership dys-
function.

Functional and Dysfunctional Leadership

We consider leaders functional when they carry the right 
blend of confi dence and humility. Conversely, we view 
leaders who are excessively one or the other as dysfunc-
tional. The leaders we most want to follow know who 
they are and what they stand for, yet are also gracious and 
not stuck up.

The best leaders are centered, grounded,
and nontoxic. They lead not so their

power can grow, but so ours can.

When confi dence becomes untethered from humility, ar-
rogance follows. Arrogant leadership is selfi sh leadership, 
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and arrogant leaders fi xate on getting their way. Without 
the moderating effect of humility, confi dence slips into 
conceit and self- centeredness. The self- centered leader loses 
sight of the very purpose of leadership: to improve the 
conditions of  those being led.  Unless he gets his way, he 
 will be irritable, combative, and controlling.

If confi dence minus humility equals arrogance, then hu-
mility minus confi dence equals weakness. Whereas arro-
gant leaders are selfi sh and insist on getting their way, weak 
leaders are in effec tive, ceding the way to more dominant or 
persuasive  people. Weak leaders lack backbone, infl uence, 
and ultimately relevance. In the worst instances, weak 
leaders are useless. They  don’t get  things done. They  don’t 
effect change. They  don’t wield infl uence. Few  things are 
as pitiful as an impotent and irrelevant leader. Nobody 
wants to be led by a wuss.

The Rude Awakening

Eventually, arrogance and weakness lead to the same 
outcome: a humiliating wake-up call for the leader. Ass 
kicks are startling and embarrassing experiences, often 
brought on by the leader’s own be hav ior. They are the 
natu ral consequences of overly strong or anemically weak 
leadership. Leaders mature, pro gress, and evolve based 
on how they respond to hurtful moments. This book 
provides practical guidance to ensure that you benefi t 
whenever you get your butt kicked. By exploring the 
concepts of confi dence and humility—as well as other 
impor tant leadership concepts like self- re spect, selfl ess-
ness, and resilience— the book aims to help you be a 
more functional leader. Or, at the very least, the book 
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 will help you minimize the impact of your leadership 
dysfunctions!

Leadership with Pimples and Warts

I need to be clear right up front that I have no intention 
of dressing up leadership with a rosy veneer. My work 
with leaders has convinced me how im mensely diffi cult it 
is to get leadership right. Leading other  people, for a host 
of reasons that  we’ll explore, is  really,  really hard. Indeed, 
the sheer glut of leadership books may be the best evidence 
of how hard leadership truly is. If it  were easy, budding 
leaders  wouldn’t be so thirsty for leadership advice. Rather 
than try to glamorize the topic, I intend to strip it down, so 
you can have a more grounded, au then tic, and real ity- 
based view of what it takes to lead. Unlike other leader-
ship books you may have read, A Leadership Kick in the 
Ass proposes that

➤ leadership is easier to get wrong than to get right,
➤ leaders are often their own worst enemies, and 

often get in their own ways,
➤ the most enduring and transformative leadership 

lessons come from humiliating leadership experi-
ences well navigated,

➤ not every one is cut out to lead (but every one can 
grow in their leadership infl uence),

➤ to be most effective, leaders need both confi dence 
and humility; defi ciencies in  either cause poor or 
damaging leadership.

This prob ably  isn’t the fi rst book about leadership that 
 you’ve picked up to read. Nor is it the fi rst leadership book 
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I’ve written. My hope, though, is that it  will be the fi rst 
leadership book that pushes you forward with a foot-
print on your bum. If you read this book and nothing about 
your leadership changes, then I  haven’t done my job as an 
author. You  won’t change if all I give you is leadership 
platitudes and niceties. Your brain  doesn’t need any more 
leadership cotton candy. Rather, the book’s aim is to rattle 
you, provoke you, and challenge you. So along the way, 
and at the end of each chapter, I’ll give you a  little kick so 
that the concepts sting enough to hold you accountable to 
your leadership potential. To write a book about the im-
portance of butt kicks and then not give you any would be 
out of step with the book’s message,  don’t you think?

A good ass kick can provoke a  great comeback. Sprin-
kled throughout the book are stories about  people who 
succeeded not in spite of their kicks, but  because of 
them.  These stories are  under the heading “Kickass Come-
backs,” and I included them to inspire  great comebacks 
from you, too.

A Word on the Word

It took a while to  settle on the title of this book. My pub-
lisher and I considered easier, softer words. In the end, 
though, we settled on a three- letter swear word. Why? 
 Because of the truth of the word. Sometimes situations are 
just so perplexing, embarrassing, and leveling that they 
kick your ass. I mean,  haven’t you ever heard someone 
describe a situation as being so upsetting that it’s “kick-
ing my ass”? Sure you have. Maybe  you’ve even said the 
words yourself. That said, I promise not to toss the word 
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around like a New York City dockworker. Besides,  you’re 
not a Mayfl ower pilgrim, right?

Consider, too, that the phrase has a strong positive 
connotation. When you talk about wanting to give some-
one a good kick in the fanny, it’s to inspire change, help 
someone perform to his or her potential, and inspire ac-
countability. It’s a way of kick- starting positive action 
and forward movement.

Fi nally, it may help to know that my eighty- year- old 
 mother approved of the word, saying, “Let’s be honest, 
Bill, ass  isn’t  really much of a swear word.”

Nobody wants to be led by a wuss.

This Kick’s for You

In par tic u lar, you’ll get a lot out of A Leadership Kick 
in the Ass if  you’re still smarting from the last you had. In 
other words, if  you’re a leader who has been humiliated 
by a recent hardship or failure, this book is for you. You’ll 
also benefi t from the book if  you’re

➤ someone who is new to the leadership ranks— a 
rookie or a greenhorn,

➤ an experienced leader who is moving into a new or 
substantially bigger role,

➤ a participant in a leadership development program, 
or a leader  going through a 360- degree feedback 
pro cess,

➤ a recently fi red executive who is suffering from a 
crisis of confi dence or questioning your ability to 
lead,
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How the Book Holds Together

Chapter You’ll Learn Key Takeaways

Preface How this book was 
twenty- fi ve years in the 
making

➡  The greatest leader-
ship lessons come in 
the form of a startling 
jolt

➡  Humility is an outcome 
of humiliation

Introduction:
Kicking 
Leadership’s 
Gluteus Maximus

What this book is about, 
and why it’s time to strip 
down leadership’s veneer 
and get real about 
leadership

➡  You’ll be deemed a 
functional or dys-
functional leader by 
how you  handle your 
startling moments

Part I: Transformative Humiliation
Underscores the importance of “transformative humiliation,” and explores 
how butt kicks typically work

Chapter 1:
 Ain’t That a Kick 
in the Pants

Why your response to a 
butt kick  will determine 
 whether you benefi t 
from it

➡  Self- discovery takes 
courage

➡  Kicks shine a light on 
our shadows . . .  and 
that’s a good  thing

Chapter 2:
The Anatomy of 
a Butt Kick

Why the more oblivious 
you are before the kick 
determines how painful 
the kick  will be

➡   There are four stages 
that butt kicks go 
through

➡  Accepting or rejecting 
your kick results in 
 either humility or 
arrogance

Part II:  Career Kicks
Describes the kinds of kicks  you’re likely to experience at dif fer ent stages 
in your  career

Chapter 3:
Kick Me, I’m 
New!

How butt kicks help new 
leaders get experience

➡  New leaders quickly 
face startling realities

➡  The most impor tant 
shift leaders make is 
from selfishness to 
selflessness
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Chapter You’ll Learn Key Takeaways

Chapter 4:
The Cheeky 
 Middle

Why midcareer kicks are 
so painful, and how they 
can infl uence the kind of 
leader you’ll be if you 
make it to the se nior 
ranks

➡  Midcareer leaders are 
often frustrated by a 
specifi c type of tension

➡  Common midcareer 
kicks include the 
Passover, the Smack-
down, and Ebbing

Chapter 5:
Shrinking Big 
Shots: Seasoned 
Leaders Getting 
Their Kicks

Why leadership season-
ing and wisdom are 
functions of accumulated 
butt- kick lessons applied

➡  Cresting and the fear 
of closing doors makes 
seasoned leaders feel 
marginalized

➡  The entire workforce 
can benefi t from se nior 
leader “ambassadors”

Part III: Leading, for Worse or for Better
Introduces two leadership archetypes that are particularly prone to getting 
kicked: Pigheads and Weaklings. Also sets confi dent humility as 
leadership’s highest behavioral  aspiration.

Chapter 6:
Kick- Worthy 
Leaders: 
Pigheads and 
Weaklings

How arrogance and 
weakness are signs of 
poor leadership, and how 
both lead to an ass 
kicking

➡   There is a difference 
between self- re spect 
and self- neglect

Chapter 7:
A More Perfect 
Derrière: 
Confi dent 
Humility

How embarrassing events 
can ultimately result in 
confi dent humility, and 
why possessing both 
should be the highest 
behavioral aspiration of 
all leaders

➡  Over-  and underconfi -
dence is imbalanced 
leadership

➡  Having a right- sized 
ego is more impor tant 
than having a big or 
small one

Chapter 8:
Three Expres-
sions of 
Confi dent 
Humility

How confi dence and 
humility can be used to 
help you become versed 
in three leadership roles: 
Loyal Rebel, Velvet 
Hammer, and Genuine 
Faker

➡  Loyalty works best 
when matched with 
in de pen dence

➡  Assertiveness works 
best when matched 
with diplomacy

➡  Sometimes the right 
approach is to fake it 
till you make it

(continued)
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Chapter You’ll Learn Key Takeaways

Part IV: Be  Humble, Be Good
Provides strategies and tips for kicking your own duff so that you can 
keep your ego in check. Culminates with a vision of what leadership can 
look like  after  you’ve applied all of the lessons your humiliating event 
aims to teach you.

Chapter 9:
How to Kick Your 
Own Ass

How a consistent regimen 
of self- infl icted butt kicks 
 will keep you self- aware, 
and prevent  others from 
having to kick you

➡  Leadership takes 
self- discovery, and 
self- discovery takes 
courage

➡  You grow by purpose-
fully  doing uncomfort-
able  things

➡   Every leader should 
have a chief ego 
defl ator

Chapter 10:
Leading at the 
Point of 
Goodness

How being a good leader 
starts with being a good 
person

➡  Integrity  matters most 
to leadership

➡  Good leaders know 
and live their values

➡  The  people  you’re 
leading deserve for 
you to be good

➤ an experienced leader who has become disillu-
sioned with how massively hard and perplexing 
leading  others has turned out to be.

You know who  else can benefi t from this book? Know- it- 
all leaders who think  they’ve got the topic all fi gured out, 
and that they have nothing left to learn about leadership. 
In other words, leaders whose bloated egos could use 
some downsizing.  These folks might want to put on their 
Kevlar underwear!

(continued)
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Startling Change

Heavyweight boxer Mike Tyson famously once said, 
“Every body has a plan  until they get punched in the 
mouth.” By defi nition, a swift kick in the ass is painful. 
Essential as they are to the leadership maturation pro-
cess, the learning starts  after you pick yourself up off the 
mat. A leadership kick in the tuckus can be the moment 
where every thing changes for you as a leader.  These stark 
and startling moments can rattle your confi dence to the 
core, often provoking serious thoughts of rejoining the 
nonleader ranks or quitting altogether. But  these moments 
can also be the starting point where you assess your 
strengths, clarify your values, and develop an au then tic 
and true leadership voice and style. Ass- kick moments are 
impor tant  because they can make you set aside a false 
leadership identity so that a more genuine and grounded 
identity can emerge.  These events have the potential to in-
spire what I call transformative humiliation, and when 
that transformation happens, you’ll be more respectful of 
yourself and  those around you. Thus, your leadership ex-
periences preceding the kick are just a prelude to the real 
leadership story that begins afterward.

Transformative humiliation refers to the positive behavioral 
changes that result from experiences that are embarrassing, level-
ing, and painful. Properly navigated, such experiences can cause 
you to become more grounded, real, and  humble, resulting in a 
leadership style and approach that are more uniquely your own. 
Transformative humiliation is often the entry point for genuine 
humility and positive leadership change.
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Above all, benefi ting from A Leadership Kick in the Ass 
requires choosing adaptability over obstinacy. It means 
assuming responsibility for your own actions and the con-
sequences they bring. It involves having the courage to 
soberly acknowledge the leader you are  today while you 
diligently work to be a better leader tomorrow. It means 
heeding the pure voice of your conscience. It means ac-
cepting the challenge of personal change and letting go 
of outdated preconceptions. As Viktor Frankl once said, 
“When we can no longer change a situation, we are chal-
lenged to change ourselves.”

The core of this book is  really about in de pen dence. 
Once  you’ve juiced out all the lessons that your kick hits 
you with, you’ll be unencumbered by doubt and self- 
consciousness. You  won’t be dependent on the validation of 
 others to judge your worth as a leader. You’ll stop over-
compensating for your weaknesses by being falsely confi -
dent and overdominant, and, instead,  will gain strength in 
the  humble recognition that leading and infl uencing  others 
is a privilege to be honored and trea sured. Your kick  will 
ultimately teach you that the only way to bring out the best 
in  those  you’re leading is to lead with the best of yourself.

Gaining leadership in de pen dence hinges on under-
standing, anticipating, and contending with the harsh ex-
periences that bruise your ego. That’s what this book  will 
help you do. As you’ll come to learn, butt kicks are  really 
gifts that can make your leadership more au then tic, effec-
tive, enjoyable, and wonderfully liberated.

The only way to bring out the best in  those  you’re 
leading is to lead with the best of yourself.
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PART I

Transformative 
Humiliation

It takes a lot to provoke personal change. Willpower alone 
hardly ever works. Broken diets, resolutions, and prom-

ises bear witness to that. Something more power ful and 
disruptive is needed to make change take hold: a psycho-
logical butt whopping. Sometimes it takes a startling and 
rude awakening, often accompanied by strong feelings of 
embarrassment, to bring about enduring change. Pain is 
often a better teacher than comfort. Why?  Because once 
 you’ve experienced it, you work harder not to experience 
it again. It’s  after you fall off a bike and scrape your knees 
that you pedal harder and faster. Pain commits you to 
making changes to avoid more pain.

In this section, you’ll learn

➤ why embarrassing moments are so impor tant 
to the growth, development, and seasoning of 
leaders,

➤ how leaders, through their be hav iors and actions, 
often cause their own butt kicks,

➤ how your reaction to your swift kick  will determine 
 whether or not you’ll ultimately draw value from it,
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14 Transformative Humiliation

➤ how butt kicks work, and why the intensity of the 
sting is related to how oblivious you are before the 
kick happens,

➤ what to do the next time you get kicked in the 
keister!

The primary takeaway from this section is that, when 
 you’re a leader, suffering through an embarrassing expe-
rience can inspire positive and lasting leadership change.
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C H A P T E R 1

 Ain’t That a Kick 
in the Pants

 Isn’t it funny how obvious and oblivious are so close?

— Author unknown

My work with leaders sometimes involves inviting the 
leader’s direct reports to purposely kick him or her 

in the keister. One of the most effective ways of  doing this 
is having the leader go through a 360- degree feedback 
pro cess, where the  people they are leading rate the lead-
er’s style and per for mance. The raters often include the 
leader him-  or herself and the leader’s boss(es), peers, and 
direct reports— hence a “360- degree” view. The feedback 
uses an anonymous survey consisting of quantitative data 
and qualitative (open- ended) questions. The idea is that 
 people are likely to give more honest answers if they  don’t 
feel threatened that the leader  will retaliate against them 
for their honesty. A leader’s self- perception can be quite 
biased, so involving the broader perspective of  others can 
be a useful development tool. While 360- degree surveys 
 aren’t perfect, having administered hundreds of them 
over the years, I’ve seen them result in positive leader-
ship change. Sometimes dramatically so.
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16 Transformative Humiliation

To be sure, it takes courage to subject oneself to a lead-
ership 360. The feedback can be raw and hurtful. In rare 
instances raters  will use the pro cess as a way to get back 
at a leader they  don’t like. But mostly the feedback is help-
ful  because it allows the leader to illuminate blind spots 
that may be blocking his or her effectiveness.

Sometimes Even a Butt Kick  Won’t Work

Meet Bruce. Bruce is a headstrong se nior executive in the 
construction industry. He is physically imposing (six foot 
four) and socially dominant. He is the proverbial bull in 
the china shop, viewing nearly  every interaction with cli-
ents, subcontractors, and direct reports (“subordinates”) 
as a competition to be won. While Bruce has developed a 
strong track rec ord of taking on the toughest and most 
complex proj ects, he also has a well- earned reputation as 
a controlling hard- ass who has left a trail of  human wreck-
age in his wake.

As is often the case with leaders like Bruce, a lot of pent-
up frustration spewed forth in his 360. Though he rated 
himself nearly perfect on  every leadership question (giv-
ing himself nines and tens on a ten- point scale), the  people 
rating him gave him ones and twos. The qualitative com-
ments  were just as bad, including one from his boss, 
who called him “petulant” and “irrational.” One direct 
report called him a “blockhead,” and another said he was 
a “brute.”

Less surprising than the stark feedback was Bruce’s re-
action to it. He basically blew it off. He dismissed it as 
sour grapes from mediocre performers. It  wasn’t him, it 
was them! They  were just slackers and complainers who 
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Ain’t That a Kick in the Pants 17

 couldn’t keep up. And if it  weren’t for him, nothing would 
get done. Even when slapped with overwhelming and il-
luminating evidence of the need for Bruce to change, he 
chose to stay obnoxiously loyal to his ignorance. Block-
head was an apt description!

Thank You, Sir, May I Have Another?

Now meet Derek. Like Bruce, Derek works in the con-
struction industry, but for a larger com pany. He is a se-
nior proj ect man ag er who typically leads large civil 
engineering proj ects such as  water treatment plants and 
hydroelectric dams. Derek’s 360 was even more scathing 
than Bruce’s. Words that popped out of his report included 
hot- tempered, explosive, unapproachable, aggressive, edgy, 
harsh, and impersonal. Rater comments included the fol-
lowing:

➤ Derek’s a good talker and not a good listener. He 
 will cut you off before you can fi nish making a 
point.

➤ He has a habit of self- promoting and blowing his 
own horn.

➤ He cuts  people down in a derogatory way . . .  often 
in front of other  people.

To be sure, the feedback stung Derek. At fi rst he got a 
 little defensive. Then he got quiet. Then he got inquisitive, 
asking, “How do  these results compare to my peers?”

“Not too well,” I confessed.
 After more silence, he said, “Okay. What do I need to 

do?”
“Get to work,” I replied.
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18 Transformative Humiliation

For the next six months Derek and I spent ninety min-
utes  every other Tuesday focused on improving his lead-
ership. He’d use his own work situations as a petri dish 
to experiment with dif fer ent approaches. He’d have small 
homework assignments, such as thinking about leaders 
who had left a positive and/or negative impression on 
him, reading leadership articles, and clarifying the kind of 
leader he would be proud to be. He also kept a leadership 
journal, refl ecting on such questions as, “Why, exactly, do 
you want to lead  others?” “What, exactly, qualifi es you to 
lead  others?” and “In what ways, exactly, would you like 
to make a positive difference in the lives of  those whom 
you lead?” The key was for Derek to get as specifi c as pos-
si ble. Hence the heavy emphasis on the word “exactly.”

During our coaching sessions it also became clear that 
lack of self- care was an issue. Beyond work, he  didn’t have 
a life. All he did was work. He  didn’t make time to work 
out, he had no social life, and he was full of anxiety. It was 
easy to see why  people  didn’t like working for him—he 
was a tightly coiled ball of stress, on the verge of spring-
ing loose at any moment. So we made caring for himself 
(self- leadership) a top priority, including joining a gym and 
setting aside an hour of uninterrupted “me time” at least 
twice a week.

Becoming a healthier, stronger, and more effective leader 
takes a genuine investment in yourself. Even still, the 
payoffs  aren’t instantaneous. While Derek made real im-
provements during our coaching time, I  didn’t learn how 
fully he had grown  until some fi ve years  later. One of the 
advantages of having long- term consulting relationships 
with my leadership development clients is that I get to 
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Ain’t That a Kick in the Pants 19

work with successive generations of leaders. Often the 
new leaders who are participating in a leadership program 
 today  were led by leaders who went through the program 
years before. I had originally met Derek when he was a 
participant in a two- year leadership program I had devel-
oped for his com pany. Five years  after completing the 
program, two of Derek’s direct reports got accepted to 
the same program. Both of them talked about what a 
 great mentor he had become for them, how he was a pos-
itive infl uence on their  careers, and how they hoped to 
lead like him someday. In my work with leaders, few 
 things are as gratifying to hear as how a leader with 
whom  you’ve worked has now become a positive infl u-
ence on a new generation of leaders. Leadership is  really 
working when leaders create new leaders.

Becoming a healthier, stronger, and more effective 
leader takes a genuine investment in yourself.

Slapping Cheeks

The difference between the reactions of Bruce and Derek 
to tough feedback comes down to courage. Not the kind 
of courage that it takes to fi ght, compete, or charge a hill, 
but the kind of courage that it takes to soberly see your-
self as you  really are. It’s courage of a more vulnerable 
kind. It’s the courage it takes to loosen the grip on your 
need to be right or perfect and admit that you are the 
main source of your prob lems and in effec tive ness. This is 
the courage of capitulation, disarmament, and surrender. 
Your old ways have lost, and  unless you adopt new ways 
of leading, you  will continue to lose over and over again. 
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20 Transformative Humiliation

This is the courage it takes to own your leadership life. 
 We’ll explore this idea further in chapter 9.

Bruce is a grizzled fi ghter. Throughout his  career he has 
succeeded by outdominating and controlling  others. He 
has willed his way into building hard and complex jobs. 
Building the job has always come fi rst. It’s where the money 
is made. Why should he care what  people thought of him? 
He had built the biggest and most profi table proj ects in 
the com pany. His exceptional results proved that he was a 
good leader. Based on Bruce’s perspective, it’s understand-
able that he would choose to reject his 360 feedback rather 
than to accept responsibility for changing.

But in rejecting the feedback of the  people who had di-
rectly experienced his leadership, Bruce was making the 
deliberate choice not to grow. Choosing other wise would 
mean chipping away at his blockhead and cracking open 
a deeper truth about his successes; the money he made for 
the com pany had come at a  great cost in  human suffer-
ing. Yes, Bruce had made a lot of money for the com pany. 
But he had also cost the com pany a lot of money in the 
form of low morale, high turnover, and lost leadership 
potential. Not admitting that hard truth was easier than 
changing. Ultimately, Bruce was a coward. By failing to 
take responsibility for his leadership failings, he spared 
himself the discomfort that change  causes. By not chang-
ing, Bruce was  free to do more damage to the  people he 
was charged with leading. Leadership arrogance always 
exacts a price.

Derek, conversely, took the more courageous path of 
self- discovery. He soberly looked at the leader he had 
become and  didn’t like what he (and  others) had seen. He 
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wanted to be a better leader, and that would require adopt-
ing a new leadership mind- set and awkwardly trying new 
leader be hav iors. Rather than entrench himself against the 
marauding feedback invaders like Bruce did, he deci ded 
to do the legwork of improving himself. He used the 
feedback as a baseline against which he could gauge  future 
pro gress. By using the feedback that way, he evolved from 
a bad leader to a good one. The difference between Bruce 
and Derek is that Derek used the lessons drawn from his 
humiliating 360 feedback to bring about positive leader-
ship changes in himself. In his case, humiliation brought 
about personal transformation.

Now Discover Your Butt

 There’s been a lot written about “strength- based” devel-
opment approaches in recent years.  You’re better off 
building on your natu ral strengths and talents, research 
suggests, than trying to improve your weaknesses. The 
usefulness of the strength- based approach explains its 
popularity. It makes good sense: put yourself in situations 
where your gifts and talents can be put to good use, and 
you’ll increase the likelihood of being successful. As the 
 great motivational theorist Abraham Maslow said, “A 
musician must make  music, an artist must paint, a poet 
must write, if he is to be ultimately at peace with himself.”

What makes an ass kicking so painful (and useful) is 
that it shines a red- hot light on the parts of yourself 

that are holding you back and legitimately need 
development, often the aspects of yourself that you’d 

rather avoid or  didn’t even know existed.
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22 Transformative Humiliation

Building on your strengths works best if you have a re-
alistic hold on what your strengths actually are. Pinpoint-
ing your strengths takes a careful assessment of the totality 
of your makeup, and that includes acknowledging what 
 you’re not actually good at. The challenge is that our self- 
perception is often rosy or cloudy, causing some  people to 
highlight the brighter aspects (while minimizing the darker 
ele ments), and  others to do the opposite. What makes an 
ass kicking so painful (and useful) is that it shines a red- 
hot light on the parts of yourself that are holding you 
back and legitimately need development, often the aspects 
of yourself that you’d rather avoid or  didn’t even know 
existed. Sometimes the kick illuminates the parts of your-
self that need pruning or uprooting altogether. Absent the 
illumination that the kick provokes, your view of your 
strengths is, at best, inaccurate or incomplete.

Sunshine and Shadows

Strengths are good  things.  Until they  aren’t. Past a certain 
point, our strengths start to cast a shadow. The leader who 
is comfortable speaking in public may come to hog atten-
tion. The leader who is a gifted critical thinker may become 
overly critical of  others. The leader who is  great interper-
sonally may place too much emphasis on subjective crite-
ria when making decisions.

 Every leader should develop and nurture his or her 
unique gifts and talents. To be fully developed as a leader, 
though, you need to go further.  Every leader needs to be 
keenly aware that strengths can become overly potent, 
sometimes toxically so. The strength of drive can give way 
to dominance, which can become the weakness of intimi-
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dation. Likewise, the strength of confi dence can slip over 
into the weakness of arrogance.  Every leader is made up of 
sunshine and shadows. Paying attention only to the shiny 
parts of your leadership  causes your shadow to grow, 
practically ensuring a kick in the saltshaker.

The ego’s fi rst job is self- preservation. In Bruce’s case, 
his ego contributed to his not even being able to look at 
how his strengths had in fact become weaknesses. Bruce’s 
strength at controlling and dominating the job had spilled 
over to his controlling and dominating  people. While his 
win- at- all- costs drive contributed to his building big jobs, 
it also contributed to his losing  great  people. His competi-
tive zeal resulted in his winning a lot. But it also came at 
the expense of every one  else around him having to lose. 
Admitting all that would mean deconstructing every thing 
that, at least in his mind, had made Bruce successful. His 
ego simply  couldn’t allow for that. Changing would have 
required skills that he just  didn’t have and  wasn’t ready 
to learn. It would have meant learning how to be vulner-
able, cooperative, and not in control. It would have taken 
a much harder ass kicking to make Bruce want to change.

And that’s exactly what happened. Within two years 
of  going through the 360 pro cess, Bruce got sacked. The 
 people he had led had gotten wiser, older, and less willing 
to take it. A few of them had themselves moved into lead-
ership positions, and no longer felt the need to subjugate 
themselves to Bruce’s heavy- handedness.  People started 
complaining about Bruce more vocally to the se nior execu-
tives above him. The din of the mutiny was too loud for his 
bosses to ignore, so out the door Bruce went. (Of course, 
in his eyes, it was their fault.)
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24 Transformative Humiliation

THE SUNSHINE AND SHADOW REVIEW: 
A Leadership Team Activity

It’s in ter est ing that the leaders who are charged with bringing 
out the best in the workforce often strug gle with bringing out the 

best in each other.  There is often a surprising amount of game 
playing at the top of the organ ization, and in the game of social 
dominance, leaders often try to outdominate each other. Show-
ing the kind of vulnerability that healthy relationships require can 
be a challenge for se nior leadership teams. One activity that can 
promote safe vulnerability among the members of leadership 
teams is “Sunshine and Shadows.”  Here’s how it works:

■ Tell the group that often what we call “weakness” is  really
just an overgrowth of our “strengths.”

■ Have one of the leaders sit in the seat at the head of the
 table— the “hot seat.” In round- robin fashion, have each
of the other leaders comment on the strength that the
hot- seat leader contributes to the team— his or her
“sunshine.”

■  After each leader has commented, the hot- seat leader must
say, “Thank you.”  After thanking the group, the leader can
ask questions for clarity if he or she wishes.

■ Next, have each leader comment on the shadow that is
sometimes cast when the hot- seat leader’s strength
becomes too potent.

■ Again,  after each leader has commented, the hot- seat
leader must say “Thank you” before asking questions for
clarity. He or she may NOT,  under any circumstances, offer
excuses for, or defenses of, his or her shadow.

■ Once the leader has had his or her sunshine and shadows
reviewed, move on to the next leader on the team.

■  After all leaders have gone through the pro cess, have the
group discuss the value of understanding each team
member’s sunshine and shadows.
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 Here is one fundamental truth about a butt kick: if you 
refuse to learn the lessons it can provide, a harder and 
more painful kick is sure to follow. As the saying goes, “If 
you  don’t learn the lesson, you have to repeat the class.”

How to  Handle a Kick in the Butt

How does what you read about Bruce and Derek relate 
to you? Think back to the last time you learned a lesson the 
hard way. How did you react? Did you make changes to 
become better and stronger? Or did you entrench your-
self in the conviction of your rightness?  Here are some 
quick tips for ensuring that  you’re ready to benefi t from 
what ever kicks you may next endure:

➤ Focus on the long game. A kick is just a momen-
tary speed bump on your longer leadership  career. 
The spike in pain  will eventually yield to worth-
while lessons and changes. Focus on where you 
ultimately want your  career to end up, not the 
detour it may have taken.

➤ Learn from your feelings. Pay close attention to the 
feelings that come up for you  after you get kicked. 
Identify what  you’re feeling, precisely. Do you feel 
embarrassed, fearful, resentful, or something  else? 
Then ask yourself, “What information is this feeling 
trying to give me?” and “What is the lesson this 
feeling is trying to give me?”

➤ Remember, discomfort = growth. Comfort may be 
comfortable, but it’s also stagnant. You  don’t 
grow in a zone of comfort. You grow, pro gress, 
and evolve in a zone of discomfort. The more 
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26 Transformative Humiliation

uncomfortable the kick feels, the more growth 
can result.

➤ Broaden your view of courage. Being vulnerable, 
open, and receptive to change is a form of courage. 
Hard- charging types wrongly see courage as being 
fearless. Nothing could be further from the truth. 
Courage is fearful. The simplest defi nition of cour-
age is “acting despite being afraid.” Courage re-
quires fear. As long as you keep moving forward, 
it’s when  there’s a knot in your stomach, a lump in 
your throat, and sweat on your palms that your 
courage is  doing its job.

➤  Don’t be oblivious to yourself. How much might it 
be costing you to remain loyal to your ignorance? 
Self- exploration and discovery can be painful, but 
what is more painful in the long run is being a 
stunted  human being, incapable of acknowledging, 
assimilating, or shoring up your shortcomings.

➤ Be your own proj ect. Lots of  people lead proj ects 
better than they lead themselves. Think about what 
it takes to lead a  great proj ect. You start by identi-
fying your desired outcomes, you put together a 
timeline and pinpoint critical milestones, you mar-
shal the resources the proj ect  will need to be 
successful, and you identify metrics to track pro-
gress. Guess what? You can manage your kick 
recovery the exact same way.

➤ Stay pres ent. Rather than try to avoid all that 
surfaces for you during and immediately  after the 
humiliating event, fully immerse yourself in the 
experience. What feelings come up for you? What 
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fears are at work? How might your feelings and 
fears serve you once the entire experience plays 
out? What are you learning and how can you put 
 those lessons to good use?

As much as the self- discovery can be painful, it is also fan-
tastically rewarding. The journey to the center of one’s self 
is the most impor tant voyage you’ll ever take. It’s how you 
become a  whole person, truly knowing the full dimensions 
of your talents, idiosyncrasies, and deepest desires.

Ultimately, if you let it, a humiliating kick can be the 
entry point for a richer, fuller, and more complete under-
standing of yourself, as a leader and as a  human being. 
Armed with that knowledge, you’ll be better able to use 
your strengths— and actively mitigate the shadows your 
strengths sometimes cause—so they better serve you and 
 others. Abraham Maslow sums it well: “What is necessary 
to change a person is to change his awareness of himself.”
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